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One of the mistakes recently hired leaders
make is assuming they can start with
a playbook and run a play that worked
in the past. Before long, they realize
that what worked at an enterprise
or startup doesn’t always translate
to a company in the ScaleUp phase.
High-growth companies have universal
needs: hire quality talent (and lots of it),
train new leaders, and get an executive
team to work well together, while growing.
Insight’s Talent team provides
executives with tactical tips and
data-driven advice as they think
about talent for ScaleUps. With Insight,
you can access the best ScaleUp
resources from the experts doing it now.
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De-risking
C-Level Hires:
7 Deadly Sins of
Executive Recruiting

THE FURTHER UP THE LEADERSHIP LADDER, THE MORE
CRITICAL IT BECOMES TO FIND THE RIGHT TALENT.
The further up the leadership ladder, the more critical it becomes to find
the right talent. That’s largely because executives do more than manage;
they set the tone, build the culture, make defining decisions and drive
strategy. Few things will have a more powerful impact on business success
than the executive team, so hiring mistakes at the executive level can
make or break a business. Through my own experiences, and working with
experts in executive recruiting, I’ve found the following to be the most
common mistakes made by high-growth companies.

#1

Failing to create an explicit scorecard.
Creating a list of fifteen skills required in a candidate, and then expecting
a candidate to have all these, is a common recruiting error. Instead, before

Few things will
have a more
powerful impact
on business
success than the
executive team

starting a search process, executives and stakeholders should draft a
“Scorecard” of five critical skills and traits that a candidate must excel
at to be successful in the specific job they are filling. It should also include
a three to five traits of secondary importance where the candidate must be
at least adequate, but where they don’t need to excel. There should be no
“nice to have” skills or traits. If they are “nice to have”, they should not be
on the Scorecard.
Having this “Scorecard” will ensure that the hiring team agrees on the
core requirements and can measure candidates as objectively as possible.
Without one, teams typically get locked into circular debates about the
suitability of candidates because each interviewer brings their own ideas
to the table about which skills are most important; with no clarity, each
candidate suits someone’s requirements, but no candidates are evaluated
against the skills that really matter for the business.
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#2

Looking for the cheap and easy candidate.
Too often when it comes to recruiting talent, executives rely solely on their
personal networks, rather than expanding those networks with unknown
candidates. There are two risks associated with this strategy. First,
executives often do not objectively evaluate their own network, or referrals,
against their scorecard. In addition, they may also be assessing an individual
based on past performance and their history with the candidate, rather than
taking a fresh look. It’s essential to put referrals through the same process
as all other candidates. And while it’s expensive, the best retained search
firms will expand your universe and challenge your known network.

#3

Over-delegating the search.
Hiring leaders make the mistake of delegating too much evaluation and
selling responsibility to their direct reports or the search firm. Executives
should remain personally involved in defining the most critical skills,
evaluating candidates for these capabilities, and be willing to personally
reach out to the highest quality candidates to sell them on why they should
join the company. In the first few weeks of the search, hiring leaders should
speak directly with the front-line recruiters to review resumes and get a
feel for the market. Regular reviews and post-interview evaluations are also
important parts of staying engaged and owning the search.

In the first few weeks of the search, hiring leaders should
speak directly with the front-line recruiters to review
resumes and get a feel for the market.
#4

Not having a candidate value proposition
and engagement strategy.
Executives and their search teams should define what makes the company
and this position attractive as well as define for whom it would be
attractive. It’s equally important to get executives excited about filling the
position and to find internal leaders who can describe the company, culture
and opportunity. Top candidates want to talk to other executives, not
exclusively to HR or the search firm, and fellow executives are the best at
describing the role and persuading top talent of the opportunity.
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candidates can end
up being better on
paper than they
are in practice

#5

Hiring primarily based on pedigree or experience.
Executives like to ensure that candidate profiles check certain boxes.
For example, they may prefer to hire a candidate who’s been a CFO in
the past, a candidate that attended a specific school, or someone that
was referred to them by a trusted colleague. Focusing solely on a
candidate’s pedigree or experience can lead to a false sense of confidence
because candidates may end up being better on paper than they are in
practice. It can also lead to low team diversity. This is where the scorecard,

Focusing solely
on a candidate’s
pedigree can lead
to a false sense
of confidence

a structured interview, and thorough reference checks against the
scorecard can improve the quality of hires.
While skills and traits are the most important items to assess, cultural
fit matters just as much as experience. Just because a candidate did
something well before, does not mean they will do it well in your setting.
However, many companies make the mistake of knocking candidates
out for cultural reasons at the outset of a search. This should happen
later in the process. After the initial interview and a hard skills evaluation,
candidates should meet with select members of the executive team
and the CEO for a deeper assessment of whether their personality and
strengths align with what the company needs.

#6

A light process.
Too often, companies make critical hiring decisions after a few
one-hour interviews, some of which are likely to have occurred on
the phone. Recruiters and CEOs should dedicate two to three hours
with senior candidates up-front, helping them understand the opportunity
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and getting to know them. There also needs to be at least the same amount
of time set aside for behavior-based and intensive skills evaluation to
measure candidates against the scorecard for the role.
Once down to a couple of finalists, conducting 360-degree reference
checks are critical. This means asking a candidate for leaders from their
last two to three companies, as well as their peers from every function,
rather than just calling the references the candidate provides. References
that don’t come from a candidates’ preferred list are less biased and should
make up at least half of your calls. Also, don’t delegate references entirely
to recruiters and be sure to take the same structured approach with
reference calls as with interviews.

#7

Creating a terrible candidate experience.
It pays to be mindful of the experience from a candidate’s view. At times,
executives and search leaders neglect the simple things, such as not taking

keep an eye on
how many hoops
a candidate must
jump through

notes, hosting interviews in noisy places and rescheduling or canceling
interviews. Also keep an eye on how many hoops a candidate must jump
through – the number of interviews, for example, or the overall length of
your hiring process. By valuing the candidate’s time and effort and investing
in this process, you will increase your chances of hiring top talent and earn
respect for your company’s hiring practices.
Hiring the right executives is pivotal to business success. By avoiding
these seven pitfalls, hiring leaders are set up to find, select and recruit
the best team members.
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Sourcing Talent:
Do You Know Your
Talent Brand?

What is a talent brand?
As the Talent Brand Alliance explains, a talent brand is “the honest story
of ‘life as an employee’ inside your organization, as told by the employees in
parallel with the company.” Talent brands aren’t dissimilar from other types
of brands you’re familiar with – consumers make decisions based on brands
every day and so do prospective and current employees.
ScaleUp companies from all industries struggle to understand the
importance of their talent brand for attracting and retaining talent. An even
bigger challenge is that many companies don’t even know what their talent
brand is.

Why do you need a strong talent brand?
Simply put, a strong talent brand will attract a greater volume of
high-quality candidates to your critical roles. A LinkedIn study
provides supporting evidence:
• 80% of talent acquisition managers believe that talent branding
has a significant impact on the ability to hire great talent
• A strong talent brand can reduce time-to-hire by 50%
• A strong talent brand can reduce employee turnover by 28%
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Are you winning the war for talent?
The war for talent, especially critical talent like engineers, data scientists,
experienced sellers and marketers, is a hallmark of today’s tech market.
Competition for talent is different than competition for customers.
ScaleUp companies compete with tech giants who pay significantly
more while offering greater job security. For example, in New York City,
Facebook, Google and Amazon have swept up talented people. They

A strong talent
brand provides
candidates
with a value
proposition

continue to hire, and they’re attractive employers. A strong talent brand
provides candidates with a value proposition that can entice them from
low-risk, resume-building brands to your company.
Many companies don’t realize that they compete with a different set of
companies for talent than they do for customers. For example, one financial
services company had anecdotal evidence from recent employee hires
to suggest that they were successfully poaching engineering talent from
other brand name financial firms; they took pride in the fact that they were
viewed as a superior place to work and didn’t believe that they needed to
do much work on their talent brand since they were winning top talent in
their industry. When they took a deeper look into the data, they saw a much
more nuanced picture.
Using a metric called “missed hires”, they looked to see which companies
were hiring the candidates that the financial firm had reached out to.
It turned out that the greatest volume of “missed hires” were not to other
large financial firms, but some of the biggest technology firms like Google
and Amazon, especially for engineering talent. If the financial firm wanted
top engineering talent, they needed their talent brand to outweigh the
positive employee benefits associated with top technology companies.
In addition to compensation (which was comparable), candidates needed
to believe that they would work on interesting problems using cutting
edge technology in collaborative teams with minimal politics and face time.
In short, to join a large bank, they needed to believe it offered
more opportunity, a better work environment, more interesting work,
or something else above and beyond attractive compensation.
If large financial firms compete with large tech companies for talent,
imagine what the war for talent is like for ScaleUp software companies.
In addition to competing for engineering talent, growth stage software
companies compete with these large firms in their industries and
technology companies generally, across all key roles, including sales,
customer success, marketing, and finance.
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Where Are You Now?
And where is your talent brand going?
If you’re reading this, then you’re likely thinking about your own talent
brand, and wondering how accurate your perspective on it might be.
Fortunately, you aren’t alone. Most companies think that their talent
brand is in a much better position than it is.
Companies don’t develop a talent brand out of thin air. Most companies
already have a talent brand, whether they’re aware of it or not. The key
is in deliberate creation of a talent brand – tell your story rather than have
it told for you by ex employees or the competition
Developing a talent brand requires a realistic reflection on two things:
• Where your company is now
• Where your company wants to be in the future.
To determine if your talent brand is in a good place, you will need to start
an anonymous survey of current employees to understand what makes
them proud to work at your company and what inspires them to continue
to work for your company. To get a full and honest picture, you’ll also want
to pay attention to any patterns in the not-so-great points your employees
highlight as well. Does that feedback accurately reflect your recruiting team
or leadership’s view of where the company is now? More importantly, does
it show that you’re on the right path for where you want to be in the future?
Bear in mind that a company may have very different talent brands across
different functions or geographies. For example, a company may have a
strong employer brand for engineering talent, but most potential sales
candidates aren’t aware that there’s a sales team in the company at all.
As a company opens a new office or grows internationally, they may have
a whole new set of challenges to get their talent brand known among
candidate pools.
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How do you measure the strength
of your talent brand?
There are several ways to measure the current strength of your talent
brand that don’t require expensive consultants or market research:
• Candidate feedback surveys

measure the
strength of your
talent brand

• Number of qualified applications per job posted
• Career website traffic
• Glassdoor ratings
• LinkedIn followers
These metrics can help establish a baseline for your talent brand that
can be tracked over time as you implement a recruiting and marketing
strategy to improve your talent brand.

Candidates are doing their homework.
That’s a good thing.
Talent branding isn’t too dissimilar from other types of branding, so a good
place to start is to think about the candidate experience as a consumer
experience. There are a lot of similarities between how people make
decisions about where they want to work and what they want to buy.
According to Google, the average customer has anywhere up to 500 digital
touch points before ultimately buying something. If someone spends that
much effort to decide what headphones to buy, they’re also likely spending
time familiarizing themselves with a company they might want to work with.
Like expensive electronics, people hope their jobs will last for several years.
This can be good news for growing software companies: even though
large consumer tech companies may have more recognizable brands,
candidates are able to find more information than ever in order to
familiarize themselves with smaller companies.
It is worth noting that there can be significant differences between
a company’s talent brand and a company’s consumer or corporate brand.
It is possible that a company with a terrific consumer brand can also be
known as a terrible place to work. Conversely, a company that only has
a very limited consumer brand, such as a B2B software company, may be
an amazing place to work. Although a company may have a strong product
value proposition, it may find it hard to counteract a reputation for poor
leadership, confusing strategy, lack of collaboration or toxic team dynamics.
A talent brand strategy can help.
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Take the first step in
your talent brand content.
Because candidates do their homework on where they want to work,
it is important to have content available that speaks to your talent brand.
For a recruiting department with constrained resources, developing
content can seem daunting, but a useful place to get ideas is the career
websites of top companies that have strong talent brands. What do they
do differently from your company? How would you describe their talent
brand from the content on those pages?
In addition to researching competitor’s career pages research, here are
some other easy ways to build content that attracts candidates

build content
that attracts
good candidates

• Employee testimonial videos
• Day-in-the-life videos and blog posts
• Mission and vision for specific teams
• Diversity and belonging initiatives
Its worth noting, that a talent brand strategy requires the collaboration
between the recruiting team, company marketing, and the hiring team.
Good content is created by all three, as is the core messaging to create
a differentiated candidate value proposition.

A talent brand needs constant attention
As with anything in business, your talent brand will evolve and grow
with your company, which means doing a “re-brand” on it isn’t a one-time
activity. It’s important to continually check-in with your employees and
hiring team to monitor your talent brand’s growth so that you can be sure
you’re attracting the best talent available.
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Hiring Effectively:
Five Secrets to
Successful Hiring

WE OFTEN HEAR FROM EXECUTIVES AT HIGH-GROWTH
COMPANIES THAT IT’S A CHALLENGE TO SIMULTANEOUSLY
RUN A TEAM AND FILL OPEN POSITIONS.
Leaders are under pressure to deliver results, so hiring activities are
often ad hoc. However, when hiring leaders do not adhere to a structured
process or prepare well for interviews, the process becomes inefficient
and generates poor hiring outcomes. This is particularly problematic for
software companies as the market for top talent is extremely competitive.
Successful hiring is important because there is a lot at stake. As an
example, a successful Inside Sales candidate (an “A” player) typically
delivers 15-25% more ARR annually than a B candidate. Hiring 5 more A’s
than B’s each year could generate $1 million more in annual growth. This is
hugely meaningful compounded over many new hires per year in a business
where the incremental ARR growth from A players is also compounded
over several years.
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Traditional
hiring techniques
are insufficient

Our experience has shown that 3 main challenges affect
hiring effectiveness:
1. A focused, coordinated recruiting process can be time-consuming,
but this level of sophistication is essential to attract top candidates,
quickly identify them in the pipeline, and keep them excited
throughout the hiring process.
2. With access to more recruiting channels than ever before, recruiting
teams face a dizzying volume of potential candidates. It’s hard to
discern which channel is best and to curate a set of top candidates
to move through the process. High-growth companies need a way to
quickly filter the pipeline and separate the wheat from the chaff.
3. Traditional hiring techniques are insufficient; the data shows that
candidate interviews provide only a 10-15% lift in hiring success rate
compared to hiring based on resume alone. Industrial/Organizational
experts have devoted considerable energy to this topic and have
consistently found that the best way to increase the odds of hiring
successful employees is to use a properly designed, multi-measure
pre-hire assessment with both cognitive and behavioral elements,
along with interviews.

grow strong
leaders beneath
YOu at every
Level Of the
company
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To address these challenges, here are 5 tips we find most helpful:
1. Target and attract the right people – top candidates need to feel
compelled to apply for your open roles. Sophisticated, modern talent
acquisition teams use analytics and a marketing approach to achieve
this. This entails asking yourself what differentiates your company or
product from other employers. Why do candidates want to work for
you versus another high-growth company? A candidate attraction
model based on a survey is a helpful tool to inform your candidate
messaging and channel selection. The data becomes particularly
powerful when analyzed in conjunction with pre-hire assessment
results. Collecting and analyzing this data will help you identify
recruiting tactics to attract a higher percentage of top-tier applicants.
2. Use a pre-hire assessment to focus interview efforts on high
potential candidates – use a multi-measure pre-hire assessment with
both cognitive and behavioral elements at the top of the recruiting
funnel to prioritize candidates with a high likelihood of success.
This improves the quality of candidates progressing through to the
in-person interview stage and improves recruiting efficiency. Be

To remove bias in
your recruiting
and maintain
quality, require
referrals to
take the pre-hire
assessment

disciplined about using the assessment to prioritize your pipeline.
Beware of referrals from current employees – there is a temptation to
allow them to proceed immediately to the interview. To remove bias in
your recruiting and maintain quality, require referrals to take the prehire assessment, like everyone else.
3. Use a skills – based test to evaluate domain expertise – as a
complement to the pre-hire assessment, a skills-based test,
like a technical work product or case study, is important to provide
firsthand knowledge of how an employee will perform in the role on
Day 1. This enables you to estimate the training and management
needs for each candidate and conduct a more meaningful comparison.
For instance, for developers who need to code in Javascript, a timed
case study provides an additional data point in your selection process.
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4. Train and resource the interviewers – train interviewers on how to
conduct a skills-based evaluation. Prepare an interview guide with
sample questions and ideal response verbiage that interviewers can
leverage to prepare for the interview. Make it easy for hiring leaders
to succeed by training them on advanced tools like the pre-hire
assessment and a scorecard. This upfront preparation will pay off in
dividends to ensure the hiring leader selects the right candidate for
the role.
5. Implement a structured and candidate-friendly process – in a
competitive talent market, it’s critical to demonstrate that the
company cares about its employees. The most effective way to do
this is to genuinely care about the candidates in your process. Simple
tactics go a long way, like timely and clear communication and a
reasonable number of steps in the process with visibility into those
steps upfront. Candidates select companies based on their impression
of the professionalism and culture during the recruiting process.
We’ve observed that successful teams consistently implement these
5 basic steps in their hiring process:

pipeline –
Diligence – evaluation
* Generate
*
often handled by internal
of a sample work
and/or external recruiters
–
* Prioritize
a multi-measure
pre-hire assessment
to sort candidates at
the top of the funnel
– initial screening
* Assess
interviews, most likely

product or a skills test,
in-person interviews
with key stakeholders,
and reference checks
– candidate-driven
* Close
meetings and information
requests, and often
done in parallel with
reference checks

conducted via phone but
possibly in-person
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To solve for some of the common recruiting challenges, Insight Partners
has developed and funded Insight PREDICTIVE – a custom pre-hire
assessment program tailored to the needs of Insight’s high-growth
software companies. The program is available to all portfolio companies
free of charge and has three major components:
Candidate attraction survey – This short survey generates insights
that help portfolio companies attract more top-tier candidates.
Multi-measure pre-hire assessment – Insight completed a thorough
diligence of the market and partnered with a vendor whose tests
generate an average 29% lift in employee productivity and a 48%
reduction in turnover.
Interview guide – This resource for interviewers includes structured
questions and ideal response verbiage that can be used to create a more
targeted interview.

!

The result of putting all these tips into practice? Far better hires
for the company with far less work for recruiters and hiring leaders.
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Leading People:
It’s Time for a
Frank Conversation
About Leadership

Being a Leader is a Serious Job
More than ever, today’s global political turmoil underscores the importance
of leadership. Inspired, trustworthy, ethical, strategic leaders are critical to
ensuring a country’s growth and stability. Not surprisingly, the same valued
leadership qualities are critical in ScaleUp companies too.
The reality is, many leaders are not up to the challenge, building weak
company cultures that lack strong values, with little sense of mission or
purpose. In an Inc. survey, 75% of employees said that “their boss is the
worst and most stressful part of their job” and 65% of employees said

What’s less they would take a new boss over a pay raise.
discussed is the We need good role models
high number of The tech industry has many examples of ineffective leaders: those who’ve
leaders who had scandalous affairs with employees, who tolerate – and sometimes
don’t have a encourage – toxic cultures, who engage in obfuscation or fraud. These are
newsworthy and should be called out. What’s less discussed is the high
strategy that number of leaders who don’t have a strategy that they execute on and who
they execute on don’t know how to manage teams and hold them accountable. The latter
category of leaders is far more ubiquitous and equally as damaging to
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employee and shareholder value, along with hindering hope and potential.
A Forbes article eloquently distills the telltale signs of bad leaders.
I’ve grouped these into errors of omission (actions that are not taken),
and commission (actions that are deliberately taken).
Actions of omission by leaders. They:
Don’t communicate a clear
vision for the future

Accept mediocrity rather than
motivating excellence

Fail to inspire employees

Lack enthusiasm and passion for
the work the company is doing

Fail to communicate
clear expectations
Fail to recognize and give
credit to employees for
accomplishments and efforts

Are insecure in themselves which
often leads to mean, paranoid,
vindictive behavior

Actions of commission by leaders. They:
Selectively communicate
with only a few people,
leaving others to feel
devalued and left out
Pick and choose who they
will value rather than seeing
the team as a whole
Reward based on brown
nosing rather than performance
and impact

Attack people, rather
than attacking performance
Make decisions off rumors
(or gut feel) rather than taking
time to gather all the facts
Place blame on others rather
than owning mistakes themselves
Don’t follow through on their
commitments to employees

As you read the list above, it’s clear that many of the acts of omission can
be solved with basic manager training. Often employees rise through the
managerial ranks based on their individual performance in their role, and
the job of managing the team is an afterthought. What executives need to
remember is that being a manager is a full time, and serious job of its own;
appointed leaders need to be given the space and training to dedicate time
to management. Providing leaders with a framework for how to be good
leaders may allay some of these leadership challenges, specifically things
like setting expectations, regularly communicating to teams, implementing
performance and feedback processes.
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The acts of commission can also be avoided with training and awareness,
but many of these common behaviors highlight that some people are not

We place a
high premium on
leadership in our
society, but not
everyone needs
to be a leader

cut out to be leaders. We place a high premium on leadership in our society,
but not everyone needs to be a leader. Being a leader is a deliberate choice
that requires taking responsibility for outcomes and being accountable
for team actions. It also involves making tough decisions and owning the
consequences. A leader is on the line, and in the spotlight. If an executive
can’t make these types of commitments, or be a ‘conscious leader’ who
brings their entire self into the leadership position, then an organization
should not put them into a leadership role.
The irony in the term ‘leader’ is that while, by definition, it places the
individual at the front, being a leader actually requires putting others
first. Removing roadblocks that may slow down momentum and taking
satisfaction from watching their team charge ahead. A leader’s work
doesn’t focus on “yourself” but on the people being led, the customers
being served and the organization’s goals and needs. A leader’s obligation
is to put these interests ahead of their own. If a person can’t, or doesn’t
want to do this, they shouldn’t be in a leadership role.

Choose leaders who can commit
to leadership principles
In many high-growth software companies, leaders become heads of teams,
or are promoted to Vice President, or C-level titles by virtue of being among
the first people in the company. In the companies that Insight Partners
invests in, tenure, knowing the founding team (or being part of it), and
institutional knowledge are sometimes the best indicators of why someone
is in a leadership position. However, this way of selecting leaders, more
often than not, produces leadership that implements the acts of omission
and commission mentioned above.
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companies
need to select
leaders who
will sign up to a
code of conduct

Instead, companies need to select leaders who will sign up to a code
of conduct. In his book, The Leadership Contract, Vince Molinaro notes
that many leaders step into leadership roles without thinking about what
it means, and they grow to be ambivalent about their responsibilities.
Molinaro suggests that companies follow four strategies to develop
a cadre of good leaders. He calls this the “leadership contract.”
1. Prioritize accountability in leader’s performance reviews.
Companies should ensure leadership are held accountable.
2. Write a contract for leaders. Leaders should adhere to a “social”
contract that lays out leadership expectations. These include values,
ethics, as well as hard numbers and goals. When someone assumes
a new leadership role, they should know what they’re signing up to.
By making this explicit, people can make an active choice to assume
a leadership role or not. Leadership should be a choice, not something
that people “fall into” by virtue of tenure.
3. Provide “tough” feedback. Leaders need to not only take, but be able
to provide feedback to their teams, which includes engaging in difficult
conversations and not letting poor performers get away with their
mediocrity. By providing honest feedback, leaders send a signal to
everyone that performance is expected, and that people are given an
opportunity to improve.
4. Bring leaders together. When leaders connect with each other,
and talk to one another, a strong culture of communication and
support develops. Strong relationships between leaders will ensure
cross-company learning and avoid departmental silos. It will also help
leaders be better at their jobs through observing and copying the
good behaviors they see in their colleagues.
5. If taken seriously, being a leader is challenging. It can also be
tremendously rewarding, particularly when employees develop
and grow personally, and when individual, team and company goals
are accomplished. Great leaders can be made, they don’t have to be
born. As Insight’s portfolio companies ScaleUp, a strong leadership
team with a vision, strategy, bias towards action and culture of
accountability is the difference between companies that grow
to be large, vibrant, market leaders, and those that don’t.
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The single biggest way to
impact an organization
is to focus on leadership
development. There
is almost no limit to
the potential of an
organization that
recruits good people,
raises them up as
leaders and continually
develops them.
-John Maxwell, leadership author

grow strong
leaders beneath
YOu at every
Level Of the
company

As founders and CEOs, it’s incumbent upon you, the “first among equals”
to lead teams. One of the best ways you can do this is to grow strong
leaders beneath you, at every level of the company. Select and nurture
high performers who want to be leaders and coach them using the
four steps on page 25.
The world needs great leaders. Leaders who are not only inspirational,
but aspirational for people rising around them. In a world in which change
is constant, our society needs leaders who understand what they’re being
asked to do, and who sign up to be accountable, ethical and inspiring.
Leaders who understand that leadership is difficult, and a serious job.
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5

Motivating People:
3 Steps to Managing
a Millennial
Workforce

ONE OF THE BIGGEST CHALLENGES FOR EXECUTIVES HAS
ALWAYS BEEN BALANCING THE NEEDS OF THE BUSINESS
WITH THE NEEDS OF THEIR EMPLOYEES. TODAY, IN AN
ENVIRONMENT WHERE EMPLOYEE EXPECTATIONS ARE
EXTREMELY HIGH, THIS CHALLENGE IS HEIGHTENED.
Millennials value
a more employeecentric work
environment

Much of this is driven by the impact of the Millennial workforce, now the
largest share of workers in the US. Millennial workers expect to be involved
in decisions earlier in their career, demand upward mobility faster, value a
more employee-centric work environment and expect high engagement
with leaders in their development.
This is against a backdrop of a tight labor market, where the best
employees have a lot of options. The implication is that companies need to
provide perks, upward promotion and meaningful work, or the employees
will move on.
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We are a team and
we have a mission.
The team comes first.
Everyone has a role,
and everyone is
subservient to the
goals of the team,
including the leader.

It is unrealistic that all employees will get the upward mobility they want,
and less experienced employees will have to perform more mundane
duties before they receive more meaningful work. To address the mismatch
between expectations and reality, leaders need to change the conversation
to one focused on both mission & team, which creates a purpose for
Then a leader needs to do their best to match the needs of
have employees.
individuals to the needs of the team.
conversations
“We are a team and we have a mission. The team comes first.
focused on Everyone has a role, and everyone is subservient to the goals
both mission & of the team, including the leader.”
team, creating As long as a leader remains genuine and puts the team & mission before
a purpose for self, employees will respond with high levels of loyalty and engagement.
employees Step 1: Define the Team’s Mission
Your job as a leader is to understand your company’s strategy and what
drives enterprise value. Is it a differentiated product, an advantage in
distribution, or scale economics? You must know how your team fits into
this strategy and how to link your mission to that strategy and value. You
also need to be transparent about your team’s role with employees. Not
everyone is on the company’s most important project, but every team and
project ladders up to the overall company objectives, and every team’s
mission is important.
In a prior role, I oversaw what were widely viewed as the two least
important businesses at the company – businesses with the lowest
margins, facing strong headwinds and in the least defensible market
position. The prior CEO had told employees these businesses were dying
and did not deserve investment. The team was demoralized, and we had
to redefine our mission to boost morale and performance. As non-strategic
businesses, our job was to contribute by achieving financial outcomes to
support more strategic businesses. Growth and profitability became our
mission. After defining this mission, we systematically outlined what we
needed to do. One person’s job was to address our failure to deliver our
solutions. Another person had to correct poor contracts. My job was to
re-acquire a critical strategic partner that we had lost. Everyone had a role.
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Step 2: Get to Know Your Team Members

spend at least
50% of your time
with employees

In addition to defining your team’s mission, it is also critical that you take
the time to know your employees. Even for leaders overseeing a large
business, it’s important to spend at least 50% of your time with employees,
either one-on-one or in working sessions.
In my time with senior executives, I have been struck by a common
theme I hear from many of the best. When they first come into a business,
they visit every major office. They meet one-on-one with every direct
report, and usually their directs also. They meet with front line employees
in groups & sit side-by-side with people as they do their jobs. And in all
of this, they get to know the employees, their needs, challenges, desires
and ideas. Time with employees enable these leaders to best match their
employee’s skills to the team’s mission and needs. It also builds loyalty to
the leader and commitment to the team’s success.

Step 3: Match Employee’s Skills to the
Team’s Mission
Like the director of a play, or the coach of a sports team, a business leader’s
main role is to put their people in a position to succeed by emphasizing
their best attributes. As with a performance, or a sports match, a leader
must answer:
• Who are the stars that have the skills most needed to carry
and lead the team?
• Who are the experts that can play narrower, but important roles?
• Who are the grinders, willing to do the less glamorous work?
The hard part is helping each person see why they were chosen for
their role and how that role is important to the overall team’s success.
Not everyone gets what they want, but often, employees asked to do
things they would not choose for themselves, turn out having more
impact and more personal success.
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* A good leader aligns individual

strengths with the team’s mission.
One of my most successful leaders was an individual contributor
who was in a product role. He really wanted to engage in product strategy.
But after spending time with him, it was clear that he was an excellent
leader of project teams. We put him in a management role on our smallest
business, leading about 10-15 people. Within two years he was leading
operations for a 70-person team, and within 4 years over 100 people
managing implementations and services for a $100 million business line.
“A good leader aligns individual strengths with the team’s mission.”
In summary, most employees regardless of the unique characteristics
of their generation, or the economic environment, want to be part of
something bigger than themselves, and they want to learn and contribute.
They respond to team-based missions and goals. By focusing on team
objectives, business leaders can immunize themselves from some of
the challenges of a highly-skilled, mobile workforce in a tight labor market.
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